Large, complex computer simulation models can require prohibitively costly and time-consuming experimental programs to study their behavior.
and Satterthwaite (1959) , were discussed at length by Anscombe (1959) and Youden et al. (1959) . See also Dempster (19601, Mauro and Smith (1984) , and The fact that the degree of nonorthogonality or unbalance is random can be made the basis for an objection to the whole notion of random balance designs.
Such designs may work well on the average, but should I trust to one on this occasion? Indeed, the lack of control over the confounding in RB designs has been a controversial aspect since such experimentation was first proposed.
Another disadvantage of RB designs is that there is no generally accepted or established method of analysis for these designs.
In 
The conditional mean square error (MSE) of ij is then
it can be shown that
and V(gj) q $/(N-11 + c2/N (4) lnitj As Box (1959) pointed out, equations (1) and (2) 
The correlation expressed in equation (5) A quick comparison of SS with RB designs can be made based on an analysis of the variance of the inner product of two columns chosen at random from the design.
For RB designs, for example, the variance of $xj for any i and j is N'/(N-1).
Booth and Cox made such a comparison for the seven SS designs they derived and observed that SS designs are substantially better than RB designs when N > K/2.
As would be expected, SS designs lose their advantage when N is small relative to K.
Group Screening Designs
In a group screening (GS The GS method was then generalized to more than two stages by both Li (1962) and Pate1 (1962) .
For an excellent overview of GS designs, the reader may consult Klei jnen ( 1975 (1984) and Pate1 and Ottieno (1984) .
Another consideration in the use of the GS approach is that important effects may cancel within a group. (19831, who derived such designs in the process of obtaining their trace-L optimal designs for detecting two-factor interactions.
A second disadvantage is that, as in RB and SS designs, the analysis of T-optimal designs is made difficult by the confounding of factor effects. We shall assume that N < K and that X is of rank N. For --simplicity in the following discussion, we shall also assume that d2=0, so that y=XB ---Consider, then, the supersaturated system of linear equations y=X&. Since N < --K, this system is underdetermined and therefore possesses infinitely many solutions.
R-Optimal Designs
It can be shown, however, that the solution which has minimum length is given by where E = z'(XX')"X.
We observe that R is a --(K+l)x(K+l) symmetric idempotent matrix of rank N and is the projection matrix operator onto the space spanned by the rows of X. In addition, since R is a projection matrix, we -note that Oirii(l, where rii designates the ith diagonal element of E. Furthermore, the sum of all diagonal elements of E equals N, since the trace of 5 equals its rank.
The notion of R-optimal designs was introduced by Mitchell, Hunter, and Showers (1980) (1984) found that the performance of group screening can be extremely poor, even for detecting the large effects.
In such situations, then, alternative design strategies, such as systematic supersaturated designs, should be considered.
From a practical point of view, although the screening plans considered in this paper are appealing, further theoretical development of these and other methods is needed, particularly in relation to the study of computer simulation3 per se.
